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The Impetus of the ProjectThe Impetus of the Project
In Fall 2023, I started on a directed field work project for the Book Club of Washington (BCW),In Fall 2023, I started on a directed field work project for the Book Club of Washington (BCW),
which is a bibliophile society dedicated to book collecting and the celebration of books as physicalwhich is a bibliophile society dedicated to book collecting and the celebration of books as physical
objects. The BCW hired me as a volunteer to create a finding aid for their independentlyobjects. The BCW hired me as a volunteer to create a finding aid for their independently
published periodical, the Journal of the Book Club of Washington. The BCW’s goal was for me topublished periodical, the Journal of the Book Club of Washington. The BCW’s goal was for me to
create something that would help their members discover articles through the use of a digitalcreate something that would help their members discover articles through the use of a digital
tool that would allow them to search via author name, year published, article title, etc. After muchtool that would allow them to search via author name, year published, article title, etc. After much
experimentation, I settled on using LibraryThing and its online public access catalog software,experimentation, I settled on using LibraryThing and its online public access catalog software,
TinyCat, to create my own digital catalog for the Journal.TinyCat, to create my own digital catalog for the Journal.

As that DFW progressed, the scope of the project continued to grow, and I got permission fromAs that DFW progressed, the scope of the project continued to grow, and I got permission from
the BCW to extend my timeline and turn that project into my Capstone. On top of continuing tothe BCW to extend my timeline and turn that project into my Capstone. On top of continuing to
work on creating bibliographic records for each article and fine-tuning the catalog website, I nowwork on creating bibliographic records for each article and fine-tuning the catalog website, I now
was also in charge of digitizing the backlist of the Journal, integrating those digital copies into thewas also in charge of digitizing the backlist of the Journal, integrating those digital copies into the
catalog, and creating workflow documents to guide future BCW catalogers.catalog, and creating workflow documents to guide future BCW catalogers.



Team/Sponsor IntroductionsTeam/Sponsor Introductions

Since this was a soloSince this was a solo
Capstone project, I wasCapstone project, I was

entirely in charge of creatingentirely in charge of creating
the various deliverablesthe various deliverables

mentioned throughout thismentioned throughout this
slide deck.slide deck.  

As my direct supervisor andAs my direct supervisor and
board member of the BCW,board member of the BCW,

Jane acted as the liaisonJane acted as the liaison
between myself and thebetween myself and the

organization. Additionally,organization. Additionally,
she used her extensiveshe used her extensive

experience as a librarian toexperience as a librarian to
provide invaluable guidanceprovide invaluable guidance
on all aspects of the project.on all aspects of the project.

Jane CarlinJane Carlin

Various members of theVarious members of the
Book Club of WashingtonBook Club of Washington

provided insight andprovided insight and
guidance on various aspectsguidance on various aspects

of the project throughoutof the project throughout
every stage of itsevery stage of its

development.development.  

Book Club of WashingtonBook Club of WashingtonMitch WaltosMitch Waltos



Project objectivesProject objectives

Increase accessibilityIncrease accessibility
of the Journalof the Journal

Make text of digitizedMake text of digitized
articles machine-articles machine-
readable, refine onlinereadable, refine online
catalog, allow digitalcatalog, allow digital
access to articles.access to articles.

Facilitate informationFacilitate information
discovery for readers ofdiscovery for readers of
the Journalthe Journal

Add subject terms to eachAdd subject terms to each
article’s bibliographicarticle’s bibliographic
record, enabling searchersrecord, enabling searchers
to find items relevant toto find items relevant to
their subject interests.their subject interests.

Contribute to theContribute to the
preservation of thepreservation of the
JournalJournal

Digitize the Journal’sDigitize the Journal’s
backlist and uploadbacklist and upload
all digitized items toall digitized items to
a cloud-baseda cloud-based
storage system.storage system.

Develop a sustainableDevelop a sustainable
cataloging process forcataloging process for
the BCWthe BCW

Create documents thatCreate documents that
give BCW members thegive BCW members the
necessary information tonecessary information to    
catalog future issues ofcatalog future issues of
the Journal without me.the Journal without me.



All the issues of the Journal of the Book Club of WashingtonAll the issues of the Journal of the Book Club of Washington
given to me at the beginning of this process.given to me at the beginning of this process.



Deliverable #1: Bibliographic RecordsDeliverable #1: Bibliographic Records

Pictured in this slide is a zoomed-in snippet of a webpage from LibraryThing, which is the website I used toPictured in this slide is a zoomed-in snippet of a webpage from LibraryThing, which is the website I used to
manually create and organize the bibliographic records for each article of every issue of the Journal from itsmanually create and organize the bibliographic records for each article of every issue of the Journal from its
debut in 2000 to Spring 2023. In this screenshot, one can see some of the information included in each record,debut in 2000 to Spring 2023. In this screenshot, one can see some of the information included in each record,
such as its article title, author name, publication date, and bespoke subject tags.such as its article title, author name, publication date, and bespoke subject tags.  



Deliverable #2: Online Catalog for the JournalDeliverable #2: Online Catalog for the Journal

Pictured above is Pictured above is the homepage of the online catalogthe homepage of the online catalog I created for the Journal. Key features include broad I created for the Journal. Key features include broad
hyperlink categories for browsing, a search box for text-based queries, and a link to a feedback survey.hyperlink categories for browsing, a search box for text-based queries, and a link to a feedback survey.

https://www.librarycat.org/lib/BCW_archives


Deliverable #2: Online Catalog for the Journal (cont.)Deliverable #2: Online Catalog for the Journal (cont.)

Here we have the top result for the search term “leather,” which we see represented in the subject tag “LeatherHere we have the top result for the search term “leather,” which we see represented in the subject tag “Leather
book bindings.” To the right of the results list, there is a list of tags that can be used as search facets.book bindings.” To the right of the results list, there is a list of tags that can be used as search facets.  



Deliverable #3: Digitized IssuesDeliverable #3: Digitized Issues

Here is an example of how all the files for the Spring 2012 issue of the Journal of the Book Club of WashingtonHere is an example of how all the files for the Spring 2012 issue of the Journal of the Book Club of Washington
live on the Drive of a Google account that I made for the BCW, who will gain ownership of the account at thelive on the Drive of a Google account that I made for the BCW, who will gain ownership of the account at the
end of the project. Each page of each issue were scanned with a flatbed scanner, edited on GIMP, and saved asend of the project. Each page of each issue were scanned with a flatbed scanner, edited on GIMP, and saved as
a TIF file.a TIF file.  



Deliverable #4:Deliverable #4:
Machine-readable textMachine-readable text

Once each page of an issue was digitized, edited, and savedOnce each page of an issue was digitized, edited, and saved
as a TIF file, the next step was to create a single PDF fileas a TIF file, the next step was to create a single PDF file
from all those TIF files, thereby recreating the issue in afrom all those TIF files, thereby recreating the issue in a
digital format. To increase the accessibility of these digitaldigital format. To increase the accessibility of these digital
copies, I used the Optical Character Recognition function incopies, I used the Optical Character Recognition function in
Adobe Acrobat Pro to convert all the text into a machine-Adobe Acrobat Pro to convert all the text into a machine-
readable format. Machine-readable text is necessary forreadable format. Machine-readable text is necessary for
the highlight, copy/paste, keyword search, and read-aloudthe highlight, copy/paste, keyword search, and read-aloud
features to work on a document. The included photofeatures to work on a document. The included photo
shows the accuracy of the OCR through the highlightshows the accuracy of the OCR through the highlight
function.function.  



Deliverable #5:Deliverable #5:
Feedback SurveyFeedback Survey

Since I created a bibliographic record withSince I created a bibliographic record with
manually assigned subject terms for each articlemanually assigned subject terms for each article
of every issue of the Journal from 2000 toof every issue of the Journal from 2000 to
Spring 2023, there are bound to be mistakes inSpring 2023, there are bound to be mistakes in
the catalog. To democratize the revision processthe catalog. To democratize the revision process
and give the authors of these articles moreand give the authors of these articles more
control over the representation of their creativecontrol over the representation of their creative
works, I created a feedback survey that hasworks, I created a feedback survey that has
been attached to the online catalog via abeen attached to the online catalog via a
hyperlink on the homepage and will behyperlink on the homepage and will be
disseminated via email by the end of the project.disseminated via email by the end of the project.



Deliverable #5: CatalogingDeliverable #5: Cataloging
How-To DocumentsHow-To Documents

While not yet complete at the time of this slide deck’sWhile not yet complete at the time of this slide deck’s
creation, the cataloging how-to documents for thiscreation, the cataloging how-to documents for this
project will give the Book Club of Washington step-by-project will give the Book Club of Washington step-by-
step instructions on how to maintain the catalog I havestep instructions on how to maintain the catalog I have
created for them as they continue to publish additionalcreated for them as they continue to publish additional
issues of the Journal. This will include instructions onissues of the Journal. This will include instructions on
how to manually create bibliographic records onhow to manually create bibliographic records on
LibraryThing, an overview of the philosophy thatLibraryThing, an overview of the philosophy that
guided my subject tag choices, an explanation of howguided my subject tag choices, an explanation of how
to customize the online catalog through TinyCat, etc.to customize the online catalog through TinyCat, etc.  



Project ImpactProject Impact
Accessibility
The online catalog for the Journal is available to the public and provides access to the digital copies of every issue from 2000 to SpringThe online catalog for the Journal is available to the public and provides access to the digital copies of every issue from 2000 to Spring
2023, meaning that there is no longer any supply limit, fiscal cost, or lack of access to a physical copy preventing individuals from reading2023, meaning that there is no longer any supply limit, fiscal cost, or lack of access to a physical copy preventing individuals from reading
the Journal of the Book Club of Washington. Readers can now more easily discover articles relevant to their interests by using the onlinethe Journal of the Book Club of Washington. Readers can now more easily discover articles relevant to their interests by using the online
catalog to search by author name, subject tag, keywords, publication date, issue number, etc. TinyCat also supports a facet filtration systemcatalog to search by author name, subject tag, keywords, publication date, issue number, etc. TinyCat also supports a facet filtration system
and Boolean search functions, so readers can use more advanced research techniques if desired. The content of the articles themselvesand Boolean search functions, so readers can use more advanced research techniques if desired. The content of the articles themselves
have become more accessible in their digital forms because of their conversion into machine-readable text. With documents that havehave become more accessible in their digital forms because of their conversion into machine-readable text. With documents that have
machine-readable text, readers can keyword search, highlight text, copy/paste, and use text-to-speech accessibility tools. Additionally,machine-readable text, readers can keyword search, highlight text, copy/paste, and use text-to-speech accessibility tools. Additionally,
readers with vision issues now have the option to zoom in on the text of these documents on their preferred device, effectively changingreaders with vision issues now have the option to zoom in on the text of these documents on their preferred device, effectively changing
the font size to whatever suits them best.the font size to whatever suits them best.  

Preservation

Sustainability & Efficiency
With the completed cataloging how-to documents, members of the BCW will have the knowledge of how to use LibraryThing to createWith the completed cataloging how-to documents, members of the BCW will have the knowledge of how to use LibraryThing to create
bibliographic records for future issues of the Journal, allowing them to maintain the accuracy of the online catalog and keep it up to date.bibliographic records for future issues of the Journal, allowing them to maintain the accuracy of the online catalog and keep it up to date.
Such documentation will free the organization from being dependent on one individual’s personal knowledge, which will ensure theSuch documentation will free the organization from being dependent on one individual’s personal knowledge, which will ensure the
longevity and quality of the catalog regardless of personnel changes within the organization. Part of the documentation will also include alongevity and quality of the catalog regardless of personnel changes within the organization. Part of the documentation will also include a
form that authors can fill out about their articles, which will streamline the cataloging process by providing the cataloger with suggestedform that authors can fill out about their articles, which will streamline the cataloging process by providing the cataloger with suggested
subject tags and accurate author information.subject tags and accurate author information.  

Prior to this project, the Book Club of Washington only had digital versions of issues of the Journal from 2017 and onward. Now, the BCWPrior to this project, the Book Club of Washington only had digital versions of issues of the Journal from 2017 and onward. Now, the BCW
has a digital version of every issue of the Journal from its debut in 2000 to Spring 2023, all stored together on a Google Drive connected tohas a digital version of every issue of the Journal from its debut in 2000 to Spring 2023, all stored together on a Google Drive connected to
an official BCW email account. Nowadays, the editor of the Journal usually obtains a pre-print PDF version of the upcoming issue froman official BCW email account. Nowadays, the editor of the Journal usually obtains a pre-print PDF version of the upcoming issue from
whatever printing service is contracted by the BCW, but now they have a safe and secure organization system for storing those files.whatever printing service is contracted by the BCW, but now they have a safe and secure organization system for storing those files.  
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